Wedding Central (Series 2)
11 x 1 HOUR
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Little People, Big Day
At 3’3”, Mark has spent his life adjusting to the world around him. Carol, 3’11”, has also dealt with
being a little person living in an average-size world. We follow them as they plan and discuss the
special needs they have, from the cake to the flowers to the venue has to be made to fit their
dreams for the big day.

2. Wedding Planners #1
Two very different planners work with two very different brides to plan two very special weddings.
In Southern California, perfectionist Melissa Barrad, helps her bride and groom plan their wedding
at a golf course overlooking the Pacific Ocean. They choose the best location for perfect sunset
photos, and pick out the linens to dress up a country club ballroom.

3. Sin City Weddings
Las Vegas is a city built on chance. Maybe that's why more than 100,000 couples every year try
their luck at love by getting married in the neon city. Couples can choose from simple ceremonies
costing as little as $40 for a basic chapel ceremony to millions of dollars at a high-end resort.

4. Wedding Planners #2
In this episode we meet four planners from Austin who work together to bring their special Texas
flair to all their weddings and a Southern California planner who eats, sleeps and dreams
weddings.

5. Bling on the Bride
For some brides it's not about budget – it's all about the bling. Wedding consultant Tara Mandy
and event planner Steve Kemble discuss the latest trends and most innovative ways to add bling
to any wedding. Jewellery is where it starts, from traditional engagement rings to the high-priced
celebrity clutter.

6. Wedding Planners #3
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In this episode, we meet two planners with two very different styles. Shanna Lumpkin is a proper
southern belle planner from Jackson, Mississippi while Orlando planner, Tammy, shoots from the
hip in a no-nonsense style.

7. Amazing Wedding Gowns
Come inside the salons and workrooms of today's top designers. We meet the woman whose
name is synonymous with wedding gowns, Vera Wang, and see where she creates her world
renowned designs. And in New York, Amsale Aberra is known for her chic simplicity while Angel
Sanchez adds his male take and an architectural flair to bridal fashion.

8. Wedding Planners #4
We meet two sets of wedding planners who are putting together two weddings with lots of
southern flair, but very different budgets. In Texas, the fab four from Austin Wedding Planners are
stretching every dollar out of their $40,000 budget to please their bride. In Mississippi, Shanna
Lumpkin's $100,000 budget is being spent on an unlikely venue and food for 500.

9. Culture Clash Weddings
We follow an American couple getting married according to the traditions of a completely foreign
culture: a traditional Hindu wedding. Why leave their comfort zone on one of the most important
days of their lives to practice a marriage ritual of a culture they're not even a part of? They're
adventurous. They're fun-loving. They're sick of all the expectations family and friends put on them.

10. Beach Weddings
Beach Weddings follows four couples as they prepare for their ultimate wedding on the Beach.
Skylin and Jeremy wed in an intimate, standing ceremony under a handmade trellis in Muir Beach.
Karen and Russ put on a platinum extravaganza on the elite island of Coronado. Melissa and
Ashniel celebrate their Hindu heritage on Shelter Island next to a beautiful marina.

11. Unforgettable Celebrity Wedding Gowns
Celebrities are often photographic in public, and on their wedding day fashion is of importance for
their image. This show introduces us to sixteen of the world's most famous brides who have
chosen unforgettable wedding gowns. We showcase brides from legendary starlets to the modern
day rock star.
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